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Laker is a venture by two friends, 
David Caon and Henry Wilson. 
An exploration into functional objects 
for the home or workplace with design 
undertaken as a series of discussions 
about how we live.
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A modular shelving system, consisting of a number of 
components designed to attached to a slotted metal 
rail. Available in a dark and light colorway and 
mounted directly to the wall or via solid timber beams.

Continental Shelf
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The Dry Bar module brings luxury to the Continental 
system. The perfect place to store spirits, wine and 
glassware via an adjustable internal shelving layout. 
Featuring a deploying mirrored work shelf for 
preparing drinks.
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Worktones Installation  The continental shelf is 
available with an ever expanding range of accessories. 
Here the retail hanging shelf component is utilised to 
create a configuration fit for retail purposes. Ease of 
reconfiguration means that the Continental system can 
change or grow in line with customers requirements 
and equally suit both residential and commercial 
applications.
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This multi-use joinery system unites timber in numerous 
configurations resulting in a sturdy A-frame structure. 
A sub-frame beneath the table surface secures the 
tabletop and the A–Joint locks the sub-frame and legs 
into one complete form.

A-Joint
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Brass A-Joint  The A-Joint is available in various 
materials and finishes. Here the brass joint is shown 
with solid Walnut top and legs. Depending on material 
selection, the A-joint table can suit different scenarios 
and settings whilst preserving its pure, archetypal 
design language.
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The A-joint system comprises a range of joints suited to 
create diverse products beyond the table. The A-3 joint 
in regular and mini scale accomodate the construction 
of round tables and benches.
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The Rake Stacking Chair is an expression in simplicity, 
functionalism and restrained elegance. Its design 
focuses on the essentials of materiality, geometry and 
scale. Careful consideration has been given to the 
human form in achieving a balance between comfort 
and the piece’s final dimensions.

Rake Stacking Chair
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A flat-packed table prototype currently in development, 
the Keel table explores the state of material. A keel, 
inspired by vintage racing yachts, is pushed through 
the top of the table and forces open the sandwiched 
plywood legs. Thus the assembled tables remains in 
a constant state of tension until such a time as it is 
disassembled. The hollowness of the legs allow for 
cable management making Keel table equally viable 
as a desk or dining table.

Keel Table
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